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Abstract— A large body of work has theoretically analyzed the
performance of mobility-assisted routing schemes for intermit-
tently connected mobile networks. But the vast majority of these
prior studies have ignored wireless contention. Recent papers
have shown through simulations that ignoring contention leads
to inaccurate and misleading results, even for sparse networks.

In this paper, we analyze the performance of routing schemes
under contention. First, we introduce a mathematical framework
to model contention. This framework can be used to analyze
any routing scheme with any mobility and channel model.
Then, we use this framework to compute the expected delays
for different representative mobility-assisted routing schemes
under random direction, random waypoint and community-
based mobility models. Finally, we use these delay expressions
to optimize the design of routing schemes while demonstrating
that designing and optimizing routing schemes using analytical
expressions which ignore contention can lead to suboptimal or
even erroneous behavior.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Intermittently connected mobile networks (also referred to as
delay tolerant or disruption tolerant networks) are networks where
most of the time, there does not exist a complete end-to-end path
from the source to the destination. Even if such a path exists,
it may be highly unstable because of topology changes due to
mobility. Examples of such networks include sensor networks for
wildlife tracking and habitat monitoring [1], military networks [2],
deep-space inter-planetary networks [3], nomadic communities
networks [4], networks of mobile robots [5], vehicular ad hoc
networks [6] etc.

Conventional routing schemes for mobile ad-hoc networks like
DSR, AODV, etc. [7] assume that a complete path exists between
a source and a destination, and they try to discover these paths
before any useful data is sent. Since, no end-to-end paths exist
most of the times in intermittently connected mobile networks
(ICMNs), these protocols will fail to deliver any data to allbut
the few connected nodes. To overcome this issue, researchers have
proposed to exploit node mobility to carry messages around the
network as part of the routing algorithm. These routing schemes
are collectively referred to asmobility-assisted or encounter-
based or store-carry-and-forward routing schemes.

A number of mobility-assisted routing schemes for intermit-
tently connected mobile networks have been proposed in the
literature [8–18]. Researchers have also tried to theoretically
characterize the performance of these routing schemes [17,19–
24]. But, most of these analytical works ignore the effect of
contention on the performance arguing that its effect is small in
sparse, intermittently connected networks. However, recent papers
[11, 17] have shown through simulations that this argument is not
necessarily true. The assumption of no contention is valid only for

very low traffic rates, irrespective of whether the network is sparse
or not. For higher traffic rates, contention has a significantimpact
on the performance, especially of flooding-based routing schemes.
To demonstrate the inaccuracies which arise when contention
is ignored, we use simulations to compare the delay of three
different routing schemes in a sparse network, both with and
without contention, in Figure 1. The plot shows that ignoring
contention not only grossly underestimates the delay, but also
predicts incorrect trends and leads to incorrect conclusions. For
example, without contention, the so called spraying schemehas
the worst delay, while with contention, it has the best delay.
Finally, note that a qualitatively different type of intermittently
connected networks, that of non-sparse networks which are inter-
mittently connected due to severe mobility [25], will obviously
suffer from contention too.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of delay with and without contention for three different
routing schemes in sparse networks. The simulations with contention use the
scheduling mechanism and interference model described in Section III. The
expected maximum cluster size (x-axis) is defined as the percentage of total
nodes in the largest connected component (cluster) and is a metric to measure
connectivity in sparse networks [17]. The routing schemes compared are:
epidemic routing [8], randomized flooding [26] and spraying based routing
[12].

Incorporating wireless contention complicates the analysis sig-
nificantly. This is because contention manifests itself in anumber
of ways, including (i) finite bandwidth which limits the number
of packets two nodes can exchange while they are within range,
(ii) scheduling of transmissions between nearby nodes which
is needed to avoid excessive interference, and (iii) interference
from transmissions outside the scheduling area, which may be
significant due to multipath fading [27]. So, we first proposea
general framework to incorporate contention in the performance
analysis of mobility-assisted routing schemes for ICMNs while
keeping the analysis tractable. This framework incorporates all
the three manifestations of contention, and can be used with
any mobility and channel model. In this framework, loss of a
transmission opportunity due to contention is modeled by a loss
probability. We propose a general analytical methodology to find
the exact expression for this loss probability in terms of the
network parameters for any given routing scheme. (Note thata
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previous paper [23] proposed modeling loss due to contention
with a loss probability, but it did not discuss how to find thisloss
probability analytically.)

We then use this framework to do a contention-aware perfor-
mance analysis for the following representative mobility-assisted
routing schemes for ICMNs: direct transmission [16] where the
source waits till it meets the destination to deliver the packet,
epidemic routing [8] where the network is flooded with the packet
that is routed, and different spraying-based schemes [12, 13, 22,
23] where a small number of copies per packet are injected into
the network, and then each copy is routed independently towards
the destination. For each of these schemes, we will find the loss
probability due to contention using the proposed framework, and
then find the expected end-to-end delay expressions. We first
derive the delay expressions for the two most commonly used
mobility models, the random direction and the random waypoint
mobility model. But real world mobility traces have shown
that random direction/random waypoint mobility models arenot
realistic [28, 29]. So, we also analyze these routing schemes for
the more realistic community-based mobility model proposed by
Spyropoulos et al [20]. The analysis for the community-based
mobility model is similar to the derivations for the random di-
rection/random waypoint mobility models. (Note that we include
the analysis for the random direction/random waypoint mobility
models because it is simpler, easier to understand and naturally
extends to the derivations for the more complicated community-
based mobility model.)

Note that other papers have studied the performance of these
routing schemes without contention in the network. For ex-
ample, [11, 20] studied the performance of direct transmission,
[19–21] studied epidemic routing, and [12, 17] studied different
spraying based schemes. [24, 30] are preliminary efforts ofours
to analyze the performance of routing schemes under contention.
Specifically, [24] studies the expected delay of epidemic routing
under the random walk mobility model and [30] studies random-
ized flooding and a spraying based scheme under the random
waypoint mobility model. Here, we generalize our prior work
and provide results for more efficient routing schemes undera
more realistic mobility model.

Finally, we use these delay expressions to demonstrate that
designing routing schemes using analytical expressions which
ignore contention can lead to inaccurate and misleading results.
Specifically, we choose to study how to optimally design spraying
based schemes, since it has been shown that they have superior
performance [17]. We compare the design decisions that result
from analysis with and without contention, and highlight the
scenarios where ignoring contention leads to suboptimal oreven
erroneous decisions.

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section II presents
the network model used in the analysis. Section III presents
the framework to incorporate contention in performance analysis,
and then Sections IV and V find the expected delay expressions
for different mobility-assisted routing schemes for the random
direction/random waypoint and community-based mobility mod-
els. Section VI studies the impact of some approximations made
during the analysis on its accuracy by comparing the analytical
results to simulation results. Section VII then uses the expressions
derived in the previous sections to demonstrate the inaccura-
cies introduced by ignoring contention in the design of routing
schemes. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

N Area of the 2D torus
M Number of nodes in the network
K The transmission range
Θ The desirable SIR ratio

sBW Bandwidth of links in units of packets per time slot

TABLE I

NOTATION USED THROUGHOUT THE PAPER.

II. NETWORK MODEL

We first introduce the network model we will be assuming
throughout this paper. We assume that there areM nodes moving
in a two dimensional torus of areaN . The following two sections
present the physical layer, traffic and mobility models assumed
in this paper.

A. Physical Layer and Traffic Model

1) Radio Model: An analytical model for the radio has to
define the following two properties: (i) when will two nodes
be within each other’s range, (ii) and when is a transmission
between two nodes successful. (Note that we define two nodes to
be within range if the packets they send to each other is received
successfully with a non-zero probability.) If one assumes asimple
distance-based attenuation model without any channel fading or
interference from other nodes, then two nodes can successfully
exchange packets without any loss only if the distance between
them is less than a deterministic valueK (also referred to as
the transmission range), else they cannot exchange any packet at
all. The value ofK depends on the transmission power and the
distance attenuation parameter. However, in presence of a fading
channel and interference from other nodes, even though two nodes
can potentially exchange packets if the distance between them is
less thanK, a transmission between them might not go through.
A transmission is successful only when the signal to interference
ratio (SIR) is greater than some desired threshold.

We assume the following radio model: (i) Two nodes are within
each other’s range if the distance between them is less thanK,
and (ii) any transmission between the two is successful onlyif the
SIR is greater than a desired thresholdΘ. Note that this model is
not equivalent to a circular disk model because any transmission
between two nodes with a distance less thanK is successful with
a certain probability that depends on the fading channel model
and the amount of interference from other nodes.

2) Channel Model:The analysis works for any channel model.
3) Traffic Model: Each node acts as a source sending packets

to a randomly selected destination.

B. Mobility Model

We will first present the delay analysis for the random di-
rection/random waypoint mobility models [31] which are the
most commonly used mobility models for analysis as well as for
simulations. But, the real world mobility traces show that mobility
models which assume that all nodes are homogeneous and move
randomly all around the network, like the random direction and
the random waypoint mobility models, are not realistic [28,29].
Nodes usually have some locations where they spend a large
amount of time. Additionally, node movements are not identically
distributed. Different nodes visit different locations more often,
and some nodes are more mobile than others. Based on this
intuition, Spyropoulos et al [20] proposed a more realisticand
analytically tractable community-based mobility model. Later,
Hsu et al [32] showed that the statistics of real traces match
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with a time varying version of this community-based mobility
model further proving that this model captures real world mobility
properties. So, we also present the delay analysis for different
mobility-assisted routing schemes for the community-based mo-
bility model.

1) Community-based Mobility Model:We first define the fam-
ily of Community-based mobility models: The model consistsof
two states, namely the ‘local’ state and the ‘roaming’ state. The
model alternates between these two states. Each node insidethe
network moves as follows: (i) Each nodei has a local community
Ci of size‖ Ci ‖= c2N, c ∈ (0, 1]. A node’s movement consists of
local and roaming epochs. (ii) Alocal epochis a random direction
movement restricted inside areaCi. (iii) A roaming epochis a
random direction movement inside the entire network. (iv) If the
previous epoch of the node was a local one, the next epoch is a
local one with probabilitypl, or a roaming epoch with probability
1− pl. (v) If the previous epoch of the node was a roaming one,
the next epoch is a roaming one with probabilitypr, or a local
one with probability1 − pr.

The Community-based mobility model can be used to model
a large number of scenarios by tuning its parameters. We choose
a specific scenario closely resembling reality where there are
r small communities. These communities are assumed to be
small enough such that all nodes within a community are within
each other’s range. We also assume that the nodes spend most
of their time within their respective communities. This scenario
corresponds to the real scenario of different nodes sharingfixed
communities like several office buildings on a campus or several
conference rooms in a hotel, which is more realistic than a
scenario where all nodes choose their community uniformly at
random from the entire network.

2) Mobility Properties: We now define three properties of a
mobility model. The statistics of these three properties will be
used in the delay analysis of different mobility-assisted routing
schemes.

(i) Meeting Time: Let nodesi and j move according to a
mobility model ‘mm’ and start from their stationary distribution
at time 0. Let Xi(t) and Xj(t) denote the positions of nodesi
andj at timet. The meeting time (Mmm) between the two nodes
is defined as the time it takes them to first come within range of
each other, that isMmm = mint{t : ‖Xi(t) − Xj(t)‖ ≤ K}.

(ii) Inter-Meeting Time: Let nodesi and j start from within
range of each other at time0 and then move out of range of each
other at timet1, that is t1 = mint{t : ‖Xi(t) − Xj(t)‖ > K}.
The inter meeting time (M+

mm) of the two nodes is defined as the
time it takes them to first come within range of each other again,
that isM+

mm = mint{t − t1 : t > t1, ‖Xi(t) − Xj(t)‖ ≤ K}.
(iii) Contact Time: Assume that nodesi and j come within

range of each other at time0. The contact timeτmm is defined
as the time they remain in contact with each other before moving
out of the range of each other, that isτmm = mint{t − 1 :

‖Xi(t) − Xj(t)‖ > K}.
The statistics of the meeting time, inter-meeting time and

contact time for the random direction/random waypoint mobility
models are studied in [20, 33]. The two important properties
satisfied by both these mobility models, which we use during
the course of the analysis are as follows: (i) the expected inter-
meeting time is approximately equal to the expected meetingtime,
and (ii) the tail of the distribution of the meeting and the inter-
meeting times is exponential.

These statistics for the community-based mobility model are

studied in [34]. Nodes which share the same community have dif-
ferent statistics than nodes which belong to different communities.
(Its easy to see that nodes which share the same community meet
faster and stay in contact for a longer duration.) The two important
properties which we use during the course of the analysis are
as follows: (i) The expected meeting time for nodes belonging
to different communities is equal to the inter-meeting timefor
these nodes. However, note that the expected meeting and inter-
meeting times for nodes belonging to the same community are
not equal. (ii) Even though the overall statistics of the meeting
and inter-meeting times for a community-based mobility model
is not exponential, after conditioning on whether the two nodes
under consideration share the same community or not, the tail of
the distribution of the meeting and inter-meeting times becomes
exponential.

III. CONTENTION ANALYSIS

This section introduces a framework to analyze any routing
scheme for ICMNs with contention in the network. We first
identify the three manifestations of contention. Even though the
proposed framework will work for any mobility model in which
the process governing the mobility of nodes is stationary and the
movement of each node is independent of each other, for ease
of presentation, we first present it for a mobility model witha
uniform node location distribution in Section III-B (commonly
used mobility models like random direction and random waypoint
on a torus satisfy this assumption [20, 35]). We then show how
to extend it to mobility models with a non-uniform node location
distribution by presenting the framework for the community-based
mobility model in Section III-C.

A. Three Manifestations of Contention

Finite Bandwidth: When two nodes meet, they might have more
than one packet to exchange. Say two nodes can exchangesBW

packets during a unit of time. If they move out of the range of
each other, they will have to wait until they meet again to transfer
more packets. The number of packets which can be exchanged in
a unit of time is a function of the packet size and the bandwidth of
the links. We also assume that thesBW packets to be exchanged
are randomly selected from amongst the packets the two nodes
want to exchange1.
Scheduling: We assume a CSMA-CA scheduling mechanism is
in place which avoids any simultaneous transmission withinone
hop from the transmitter and the receiver. Nodes within range
of each other and having at least one packet to exchange are
assumed to contend for the channel. For ease of analysis, we
also assume that time is slotted. At the start of the time slot, all
node pairs contend for the channel and once a node pair captures
the medium, it retains the medium for the entire time slot. (See
Section III-B for more details.)
Interference: Even though the scheduling mechanism is ensuring
that no simultaneous transmissions are taking place withinone
hop from the transmitter and the receiver, there is no restriction
on simultaneous transmissions taking place outside the scheduling

1The instantaneous unfinished work in the queue in bits will bethe same
for any work conserving queue service discipline like FIFO,random queueing
and LIFO. Hence, for constant size packets, the throughput and the expected
queueing delay at each queue will also remain the same for all the three
schemes. In practice, note that one might use priority queueing instead of
these traditional queue service disciplines to reduce the overall end-to-end
delay, for example see the experimental results in [36].
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area. These transmissions act as noise for each other and hence
can lead to packet corruption.

In the absence of contention, two nodes would exchange all
the packets they want to exchange whenever they come within
range of each other. Contention will result in a loss of such
transmission opportunities. This loss can be caused by either of
the three manifestations of contention. In general, these three
manifestations are not independent of each other. We now propose
a framework which uses conditioning to separate their effect and
analyze each of them independently.

B. The Framework

Lets look at a particular packet, label it packetA. Suppose two
nodesi andj are within range of each other at the start of a time
slot and they want to exchange this packet. LetptxS denote the
probability that they will successfully exchange the packet during
that time slot. First, we look at how the three manifestations of
contention can cause the loss of this transmission opportunity.

Finite Bandwidth: LetEbw denote the event that the finite
link bandwidth allows nodesi and j to exchange packetA. The
probability of this event depends on the total number of packets
which nodesi and j want to exchange. Let there be a total ofS

distinct packets in the system at the given time (label this event
ES). Let there bes, 0 ≤ s ≤ S − 1, other packets (other than
packetA) which nodesi andj want to exchange (label this event
ES

s ). If s ≥ sBW , then thesBW packets exchanged are randomly
selected from amongst theses + 1 packets. Thus,P (Ebw) =
P

S
P (ES)

“

PsBW −1
s=0 P (ES

s ) +
PS−1

s=sBW

sBW

s+1
P (ES

s )
”

. To sim-
plify the analysis, we make our first approximation here by
replacing the random variableS by its expected value in the
expression forP (Ebw)2. (Note that simulations results presented
in Section VI verify that this approximation does not have a
drastic effect on the accuracy of the analysis.)

Scheduling: LetEsch denote the event that the scheduling
mechanism allows nodesi and j to exchange packets. The
scheduling mechanism prohibits any other transmission within
one hop from the transmitter and the receiver. Hence, to find
P (Esch), we have to determine the number of transmitter-receiver
pairs which have at least one packet to exchange and are contend-
ing with the i-j pair. Let there bea nodes within one hop from
the transmitter and the receiver (label it eventEa) and let there
be c nodes within two hops but not within one hop from the
transmitter and the receiver (label it eventEc). Thesec nodes
have to be accounted for because a node at the edge of the
scheduling area can be within the transmission range of these
nodes and will contend with the desired transmitter/receiver pair.
Let t(a, c) denote the expected number of possible transmissions
contending with thei-j pair. By symmetry, all the contending
nodes are equally likely to capture the channel. So,P (Esch |
Ea, Ec) = 1/t(a, c).

Interference: LetEinter denote the event that the transmission
of packetA is not corrupted due to interference given that nodes
i andj exchanged this packet. Let there beM − a nodes outside
the transmitter’s scheduling area (this is equivalent to event Ea).
If two of these nodes are within the transmission range of each
other, then they can exchange packets which will increase the
interference for the transmission betweeni and j. Lets label

2We incorporate the arrival process throughE[S] in the analysis.E[S]
depends on the arrival rate through Little’s Theorem. Thus, after deriving the
expected end-to-end delay for a routing scheme in terms ofE[S], Little’s
Theorem can be used to express the delay in terms of only the arrival rate.

(i) Finite Bandwidth
Ebw Event that finite link bandwidth allows exchange

of packetA
Event thati andj want to exchanges other

ES
s packets given there areS distinct packets in

the system
pR

ex Probability that nodesi andj want to exchange
a particular packet for routing schemeR

(ii) Scheduling
Esch Event that scheduling mechanism allowsi andj

to exchange packets
Ea Event that there area nodes within one hop from

the transmitter and the receiver
Ec Event that there arec nodes within two hops but

not within one hop from the transmitter and the receiver
Expected number of possible transmissions whose

t(a, c) transmitter is within2K distance from the
transmitter

ppkt Probability that two nodes have at least one
packet to exchange

(iii) Interference
Einter Event that transmission of packetA is not

corrupted due to interference
Event that packetA is successfully exchanged

EM−a inspite of the interference fromM − a nodes
outside the scheduling area

E[x] Average number of interfering transmissions

TABLE II

NOTATION USED IN SECTION III-B

the event that packetA is successfully exchanged inspite of
the interference caused by theseM − a nodes asEM−a. Then,
P (Einter | Ea) = P (EM−a).

PacketA will be successfully exchanged by nodesi andj only
if the following three events occur: (i) the scheduling mechanism
allows these nodes to exchange packets, (ii) nodesi andj decide
to exchange packetA from amongst the other packets they want to
exchange, and (iii) this transmission does not get corrupted due
to interference from transmissions outside the schedulingarea.
Thus,

ptxS = P (Ebw)
X

a,c

P (Ea, Ec)P (Esch | Ea, Ec)P (Einter | Ea)

=

0

@

sBW −1
X

s=0

P (EE[S]
s ) +

E[S]−1
X

s=sBW

sBW P (E
E[S]
s )

s + 1

1

A

×
X

a,c

P (Ea)P (Ec | Ea)P (EM−a)

t(a, c)
. (1)

Note that even though the proposed framework models the im-
portant factors contributing to contention like bandwidthrestric-
tions, random access scheduling, fading effects and interference
from multiple nodes, it does not model everything. Specifically,
it does not incorporate losses due to packet collisions and losses
due to finite queue buffers. Even though it would be doable
to incorporate these two effects in the framework3, this would
complicate the analysis quite a bit. Given that the important
aspects of contention in our setting have already been included in
the framework, we choose not to further complicate the model.

3(i) Collisions: The collision probability of a link dependson the local
topology around that link. One could use results from [37, 38] to find the
collision probability for a given topology for practical CSMA-CA schemes
like 802.11, then find the probability of the topology occurring in the network
and finally remove the condition on the topology by using the law of total
probability. (ii) Finite buffers: The expected number of packets in the queue
of a node can be easily calculated as a function ofE[S]. Then well known
bounds like the Chernoff bound could be used to find the probability that the
number of packets in the queue exceed the buffer size.
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Next, we find expressions for the unknown values in Equation
(1).

1) Finite Bandwidth:To account for finite bandwidth, we have
to find P (E

E[S]
s ) (the probability that nodesi andj haves other

packets to exchange given there areE[S] distinct packets in the
system). LetpR

ex be the probability that nodesi and j want to
exchange a particular packet for the routing schemeR. Now, since
there areE[S] − 1 packets other than packetA in the network,

P (E
E[S]
s ) =

„

E[S] − 1
s

«

`

pR
ex

´s `

1 − pR
ex

´E[S]−s−1
. The value

of pR
ex depends on the routing mechanism at hand because which

packets should the two nodes exchange is dictated by the routing
policy. Note that this is the only term affected by the routing
mechanism in the analysis. We will derive its value for different
routing mechanisms in Section IV.

2) Scheduling:To account for scheduling, we have to figure
out P (Ea) (the probability that there area nodes within the
scheduling area),P (Ec | Ea) (the probability that out of the
remainingM − a nodes, there arec nodes within two hops from
the transmitter or the receiver but not in the scheduling area) and
t(a, c) (the expected number of possible transmissions competing
with the i-j pair).

Tx

A   (x,y)

u1

3

x Rx
y

Fig. 2. Tx and Rx denote the transmitter and the receiver. Nodeu1 is a
node within the scheduling area and at a distancex from the transmitter and
at a distancey from the receiver. The shaded area representsA3(x, y).

Each of the otherM −2 nodes (other thani andj) are equally
likely to be anywhere in the two dimensional space because
the mobility model has a uniform stationary distribution. So, we
use geometric arguments to figure out how many transmissions
contend with the transmission betweeni and j.

Lemma 3.1:P (Ea) =
`

M−2
a−2

´

(p1)
a−2(1 − p1)

M−a wherep1 =
A1
N

is the probability that a particular node lies within the
scheduling area, which has an average value equal toA1 =
“

2π + 4
√

2
9

− 2cos−1
`

1
3

´

”

K2.
Proof: The node is equally likely to be anywhere in the

two dimensional space. Consequently,p1 = Pr[a particular node
is within one hop of either the transmitter or the receiver] =
Pr[a particular node is within one hop of the transmitter] + Pr[a
particular node is within one hop of the receiver] - Pr[a particular
node is within one hop of both the transmitter and the receiver].
Replacing the distance between the transmitter and the receiver

by its expected value yieldsp1 =

“

2π+ 4
√

2
9

−2cos−1( 1
3 )
”

K2

N
. Recall

that nodesi and j are already within the scheduling area. So,

P (Ea) =

„

M − 2
a − 2

«

(p1)
a−2(1 − p1)

M−a.

Corollary 3.1: P (Ec | Ea) =
`

M−a

c

´

(p2)
c(1 − p2)

M−a−c

where p2 = A2−A1
N

is the probability that a particular
node lies within two hops from either the transmitter or
the receiver but not within the scheduling area, andA2 =
“

8π + 2
√

35
9

− 8cos−1
`

1
6

´

”

K2 is the average value of the area
within two hops from either the transmitter or the receiver.

Lemma 3.2:t(a, c) =
`

1 + pappkt

``

a

2

´

− 1
´´

+acpcppkt where
pa =

R R

x,y

A3(x,y)
A1

f(x, y)dxdy is the probability that two nodes
are within range of each other given that both of them are in
the scheduling area,pc =

R R

x,y

πK2
−A3(x,y)
A2

f(x, y)dxdy is the
probability that two nodes are within range of each other given
that one of them is within the scheduling area and the other node
is outside the scheduling area but within two hops from either
the transmitter or the receiver,ppkt = 1 −

`

1 − pR
ex

´E[S]
is the

probability that two nodes have at least one packet to exchange,
f(x, y)is the probability that a node within the scheduling area
is at a distancex and y from the transmitter and the receiver
respectively, andA3(x, y) is the average value of the area within
the scheduling area and within one hop from a node at a distance
x andy from the transmitter and the receiver (see Figure 2). We
state the value off(x, y) andA3(x, y) in the proof.

Proof: See Appendix.
3) Interference: The interference caused by other nodes de-

pends on the number of simultaneous transmissions and the
distance between the transmitters of these simultaneous trans-
missions and the desired receiver. Given that there areM − a
nodes outside the scheduling area (eventEa), let there bex
interfering transmissions at a distance ofr1, r2, . . . , rx from the
desired receiver. Then, using the law of total probability,we get

P (EM−a) =
X

x

X

r1,r2,...,rx

P (EM−a | x, r1, r2, . . . rx)×

P (r1, r2, . . . , rx | x)P (x). (2)

While it is possible to calculateP (x) to substitute in the ex-
pression of P (EM−a), the resulting expression will be very
complicated. Motivated by this, we replacex by its expected
value. (Simulations results presented in Section VI verifythat
this approximation does not have a drastic effect on the accuracy
of the analysis.)

First, we computeE[x]. There are
`

M−a

2

´

possible pairs of
nodes, and for a particular pair of nodes to interfere with the
transmission betweeni andj, they should be within range of each
other, have at least one packet to exchange, and the scheduling
mechanism should allow them to exchange packets. Hence, the
expected number of interfering transmissions equalsπK2

N
ppkt

“

P

a,c
1

t(a,c)
P (Ea)P (Ec | Ea)

”

`

M−a

2

´

.
Now we computef(r) which denotes the probability density

function of the distance between any two nodes. (Since each node
is moving independently of each other,f(r) is the same for all
the nodes.) The following equation states the expression for f(r)
for a torus of areaN :

f(r) =

(

2πr
N

r ≤
√

N
2

4r
N

“

π
2
− 2cos−1

“√

N
2r

”” √

N
2

< r <
√

N
√

2

. (3)

P (EM−a | x, r1, r2, . . . rx) is the complement of the outage
probability and depends on the channel model. The channel model
only affects this term in the entire analysis. The outage proba-
bilities have been calculated for several realistic channel models
including the Rayleigh-Rayleigh fading channel [39] (boththe
desired signal and the interfering signal are Rayleigh distributed),
the Rician-Rayleigh fading channel [40] (the desired signal has
Rician and the interfering signal has Rayleigh distribution), and
the superimposed Rayleigh fading and log normal shadowing
channel [41]. The results from these papers can be directly used
here to make the framework work for any of these channel
models. The following lemma uses the result from [39] to derive
P (EM−a) for the Rayleigh-Rayleigh fading channel model.
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Lemma 3.3:For the Rayleigh-Rayleigh fading channel model,

P (EM−a) =
R

r

„

1 +
Θ( 2K

3 )4

r4

«

−E[x]

f(r)dr.

Proof: Kandukuri et al [39] evaluated the outage prob-
ability for the Rayleigh-Rayleigh fading channel to be1 −
Qx

i=1

“

1 +
ΘP R

i

P R
0

”

−1

, whereP R
0 is the received power from the

desired signal andP R
i is the received power from theith

interferer. Assuming all the nodes are transmitting at the same
power level andα = 4 in the distance attenuation model,

P (EM−a | x, r1, r2, . . . rx) =
Qx

i=1

“

1 +
Θr4

0

r4
i

”

−1

, wherer0 is the
distance between nodesi and j. Replacingr0 and x with their
expected values and removing the condition onri’s by using the
law of total probability yields the result.

Now, we have all the components to put together to findptxS

in Equation (1). In Sections IV and V, we present case studiesto
demonstrate how the framework is used for performance analysis
of routing schemes.

C. Extension: The Framework for the Community-based Mobility
Model

Equation (1) is independent of the mobility model, and hence
still holds. But, to extend the framework to a mobility modelwith
a non-uniform node location distribution, the values ofP (Ea),
P (Ec | Ea), t(a, c) andP (EM−a) will have to be re-derived. In
general, these expressions will be evaluated after conditioning on
the current transmitter and receiver location, and then, the law of
total probability would be used to remove the condition.

For the community-based mobility model described in Sec-
tion II-B, we will condition over whether the current transmitter
and receiver belong to the same community or to different
communities and whether they meet within a community or
outside. For nodes belonging to the same community who meet
within their common community, letpR

txS1 denote the probability
that these two nodes are able to successfully exchange a particular
packet inspite of contention. The probability of nodes belonging
to different communities meeting within a community is negligi-
ble as the communities are very small. (Similarly, the probability
of nodes belonging to the same community meeting within a
community not their own is also negligible.) If two nodes do not
meet within any community, letpR

txS2 denote the probability that
these two nodes are able to successfully exchange a particular
packet inspite of contention (irrespective of whether the two
nodes belong to the same community or different communities).
The following lemma derives the value ofpR

txS1. For ease of
presentation, the following lemma assumes that the number of
nodes sharing a community is equal toM

r , and the position of
each community is chosen uniformly at random from the entire
network.

Lemma 3.4:pR
txS1 =

“

PsBW −1
s=0 P (E

E[S]
s ) +

PE[S]−1
s=sBW

sBW

s+1

P (E
E[S]
s )

”

×
„

P

M
r

k=2

P

a,c Pr(Ek) 1
t(a,c,k)

P (Ea | Ek)P (Ec | Ea, Ek)

P (EM−a−k)), where:
(a) Ek is the event that there arek nodes in the community.

P (Ek) =
`M

r
−2

k−2

´

πk−2
l π

M
r

−k
r where πl = 1−pr

2−pl−pr
is the

probability that a particular node is in the local state and
πr = 1−pl

2−pl−pr
is the probability that a particular node is in

the roaming state.
(b) P (Ea | Ek), P (Ec | Ea, Ek) and P (EM−a−k) are derived

in a manner similar to the derivation of the corresponding
probabilities in Section III-B.2.

(c) t(a, c, k) = 1 + ppkt

```

a+k

2

´

−
`

a

2

´

− 1
´

+ pa

`

a

2

´

+ acpc

´

.
Proof: The probability of loss due to finite bandwidth is

derived using the same arguments made in Section III-B.1. To
derive the probability of loss due to scheduling, we have to
find the number of nodes within the scheduling area, while to
derive the probability of loss due to interference, we have to
find the number of simultaneous transmissions within the network
and the distance between the transmitters of these simultaneous
transmissions and the desired receiver. The proof of this lemma
is based on the following observation: All nodes within the
community are within the scheduling area while the remaining
nodes will be uniformly distributed over the entire network.

(a) The probability that a particular node is in the local state or
the roaming state (πl andπr) was derived in [20]. Since each of
these nodes in moving independently of each other, the number
of nodes in their local states is binomially distributed. Since the
transmitter and the receiver are in their local states (as stated
earlier),P (Ek) =

`M
r

−2

k−2

´

πk−2
l π

M
r

−k
r .

(b) The remainingM − k nodes are uniformly distributed over
the entire network. The probability thata of these nodes are within
the scheduling area (P (Ea | Ek)) and the probability thatc of
these nodes are within the two hops from the transmitter or the
receiver but not within the scheduling area (P (Ec | Ea, Ek)) is
derived using the same arguments as used in Lemma 3.1 to be
equal toP (Ea | Ek) =

`

M−k

a

´

(p1)
a−2(1 − p1)

M−a and P (Ec |
Ea, Ek) =

`

M−k−a

c

´

(p2)
c(1− p2)

M−a−c. p1 andp2 were defined
and derived in Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 respectively. Finally,
note that there areM − k − a nodes outside the scheduling area,
which if within range of each other, are allowed to simultaneously
transmit. Since, theseM − k − a nodes are uniformly distributed
over the entire network, the probability of loss due to interference
is equal toP (EM−a−k) whose value was derived in Section III-
B.3.

(c) Thek nodes within the community are within each other’s
range. Thea nodes within the scheduling area but not within the
community, will be within the transmission range of thek nodes
within the community. However, they will be within each other’s
transmission range with probabiitypa (defined and derived in
Lemma 3.2). Thec nodes within two hops from the transmitter
or the receiver but not within the scheduling area will not lie
within range from thek nodes within the community, however
they will be within range of thea nodes within the scheduling
area with probabilitypc (defined and derived in Lemma 3.2).
All the node pairs within each other’s range will contend with
the desired transmission only if they have at least one packet to
exchange (probability of this event is equal toppkt and its value
was derived in Lemma 3.2). Putting everything together yields
t(a, c, k) = 1 + ppkt

```

a+k

2

´

−
`

a

2

´

− 1
´

+ pa

`

a

2

´

+ acpc

´

.
The value ofpR

txS2 is also derived in a similar fashion.

IV. D ELAY ANALYSIS FOR POPULAR MOBILITY MODELS

In this section, we find the expected end-to-end delay of
four different mobility-assisted routing schemes for intermittently
connected mobile networks, when nodes move according to the
random direction or random waypoint mobility models. For each
routing schemeR, we first define the routing algorithm, then
derive the value ofpR

ex and finally derive the value of the expected
end-to-end delay4. Parameters that depend on the mobility model,
are denoted by using ‘mm’ as a super- or sub-script.

4Note thatpR
ex is the only parameter in the framework which depends on

the routing scheme.
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A. Direct Transmission

Direct transmission is one of the simplest possible routing
schemes. NodeA forwards a message to another nodeB it
encounters, only ifB is the message’s destination. We now
analyze its performance with contention.

Lemma 4.1:pdt
ex = 2

M(M−1)
.

Proof: In direct transmission, each packet undergoes only
one transmission, from the source to the destination. A packet
has nodei as its source with probability1

M
. The probability that

j is the destination giveni is the source is 1
M−1

(the destination
is chosen uniformly at random from amongst the otherM − 1

nodes). Thus, the probability thati and j want to exchange a
particular packet is equal to 2

M(M−1)
(i is the source andj is the

destination or vice versa).
Theorem 4.1:Let E[Dmm

dt ] denote the expected delay of direct
transmission. Then,E[Dmm

dt ] = E[Mmm]

pdt
success

, whereE[Mmm] is the

expected meeting time of the mobility model ‘mm’,pdt
success =

1−
`

1 − pdt
txS

´E[τmm]
is the probability that when two nodes come

within range of each other, they successfully exchange the packet
before going out of each other’s range (within the contact time
τmm).

Proof: The expected time it takes for the source to
meet the destination for the first time isE[Mmm] (the ex-
pected meeting time). With probability1 − pdt

txS , the two nodes
are unable to exchange the packet in one time slot due to
contention. They are within range of each other forE[τmm]

number of time slots. (We are making an approximation here
by replacing τmm by its expected value.) Thuspdt

success =
`

1 − pdt
txS

´E[τmm]
is the probability that the source and the

destination fail to exchange the packet while they are within
range of each other. Then they will have to wait for one inter-
meeting time to come within range of each other again. If they
fail yet again, they will have to wait another inter-meetingtime
to come within range. Thus,E[Dmm

dt ] = E[Mmm] + pdt
success

`

(1 − pdt
success)E[M+

mm] + 2(1 − pdt
success)

2 E[M+
mm] + . . .

´

=

E[Mmm] +
(1−pdt

success)E[M+
mm]

pdt
success

. SinceE[M+
mm] = E[Mmm] for

both random direction and random waypoint mobility models,
E[Dmm

dt ] evaluates toE[Mmm]

pdt
success

.

B. Epidemic Routing

Epidemic routing [8] extends the concept of flooding to
ICMN’s. It is one of the first schemes proposed to enable message
delivery in such networks. Each node maintains a list of all
messages it carries, whose delivery is pending. Whenever it
encounters another node, the two nodes exchange all messages
that they don’t have in common. This way, all messages are
eventually spread to all nodes. The packet is delivered whenthe
first node carrying a copy of the packet meets the destination. The
packet will keep on getting copied from one node to the other
node till its Time-To-Live (TTL) expires. For ease of analysis, we
assume that as soon as the packet is delivered to the destination,
no further copies of the packet are spread.

To find the expected end-to-end delay for epidemic routing, we
first find E[Dmm

epidemic(m)] which is the expected time it takes for
the number of nodes having a copy of the packet to increase from
m to m + 1.

Lemma 4.2:E[Dmm
epidemic(m)] = E[Mmm]

m(M−m)p
epidemic
success

, where

pepidemic
success = 1 −

“

1 − pepidemic
txS

”E[τmm]

.
Proof: When there arem copies of a packet in the network,

if one of them nodes having a copy meets one of the otherM−m

nodes not having a copy, there is a transmission opportunityto
increase the number of copies by one. Since ICMNs are sparse
networks, we look at the tail of the distribution of the meeting
time which is exponential for both the random direction and
the random waypoint mobility models. The time it takes for
one of them nodes to meet one of the otherM − m nodes
is equal to the minimum ofm(M − m) exponentials, which
is again an exponential random variable with meanE[Mmm]

m(M−m)
.

Now when they meet, the probability that the two nodes are able
to successfully exchange the packet ispepidemic

success . If they fail to
exchange the packet, they will have to wait one inter-meeting
time to meet again. But, sinceE[Mmm] = E[M+

mm] for both the
random direction and the random waypoint mobility model, and
both meeting and inter-meeting times have memoryless tails, the
expected time it takes for one of them nodes to meet one of
the otherM − m nodes again is still equal toE[Mmm]

m(M−m)
. Hence,

E[Dmm
epidemic(m)] = pepidemic

success
E[Mmm]
m(M−m)

+2pepidemic
success (1−pepidemic

success )
E[Mmm]
m(M−m)

+ . . . = E[Mmm]

m(M−m)p
epidemic
success

. The value ofpepidemic
success can

be derived in a manner similar to the derivation ofpdt
success in

Theorem 4.1.
Now, we find the value ofpepidemic

ex and then find the expected
end-to-end delay for epidemic routing (denoted byE[Dmm

epidemic]).
Lemma 4.3:pepidemic

ex =
PM−1

m=1
2m(M−m)
M(M−1)

PM−1
i=m

1
M−1

1
m(M−m)

P

i
j=1

1
j(M−j)

.

Proof: Let there bem copies of a particular packet in the
network. Then the probability that nodei has a copy is equal to
m
M

and the probability that nodej does not have a copy given
that nodei has one is equal to(M−m)

M−1
. Thus, the probability that

nodesi andj want to exchange the packet given that there arem

copies of the packet in the network is equal to2m(M−m)
M(M−1)

. Now,
we find the probability that there arem copies of the packet in
the network. The copies of a packet keep on increasing till the
packet is delivered to the destination. The probability that the
destination is thekth node to receive a copy of the packet is
equal to 1

M−1
for 2 ≤ k ≤ M . A packet will havem copies

in the network only if the destination wasn’t amongst the first
m − 1 nodes to receive a copy. The amount of time a packet
hasm copies in the network is equal toE[Dmm

epidemic(m)]. Hence,
the probability that there arem copies of a packet in the network
equals

PM−1
i=m

1
M−1

E[Dmm
epidemic(m)]

P

i
j=1 E[Dmm

epidemic
(j)]

. Applying the law of total

probability over the random variablem and substituting the value
of E[Dmm

epidemic(m)] from Lemma 4.2 givespepidemic
ex .

Theorem 4.2:
E[Dmm

epidemic] =
PM−1

i=1
1

M−1

Pi

m=1
E[Mmm]

m(M−m)p
epidemic
success

.

Proof: The probability that the destination is theith node
to receive a copy of the packet is equal to1

M−1
for 2 ≤ i ≤ M .

The amount of time it takes for theith copy to be delivered
is equal to

Pi

m=1 E[Dmm
epidemic(m)]. Applying the law of total

probability over the random variablei and substituting the value
of E[Dmm

epidemic(m)] from Lemma 4.2 yieldsE[Dmm
epidemic].

C. Spraying a small fixed number of copies

Another approach to route packets in sparse networks is thatof
controlled replication orspraying [12, 13, 22, 23]. A small, fixed
number of copies are distributed to a number of distinct relays.
Then, each relay routes its copy independently towards the des-
tination. By having multiple relays routing a copy independently
and in parallel towards the destination, these protocols create
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enough diversity to explore the sparse network more efficiently
while keeping the resource usage per message low.

Different spraying schemes may differ in how they distribute
the copies and/or how they route each copy. We study two
different spraying based routing schemes here. These two differ
in the way they distribute their copies.

1) Source Spray and Wait:Source spray and wait is one of
the simplest spraying schemes proposed in the literature [12]. For
this scheme, the source node forwards all the copies (lets label
the number of copies being sprayed asL) to the firstL distinct
nodes it encounters. (In other words, no other node except the
source node can forward a copy of the packet.) And, once these
copies get distributed, each copy performs direct transmission.

First, we find the valueE[Dmm
ssw (m)], then we findpssw

ex and
finally, we derive the expected end-to-end delay for source spray
and wait (denoted byE[Dmm

ssw ]).

Lemma 4.4:E[Dmm
ssw (m)] =

(

E[Mmm]
(M−1)pssw

success
1 ≤ m < L

E[Mmm]
Lpssw

success
m = L

wherepssw
success = 1 − (1 − pssw

txS )E[τmm].
Proof: See Appendix.

Lemma 4.5:pssw
ex =

“

2Lpssw
dest(L)

M(M−1)

E[Dmm
ssw (L)]

P

L
k=1

E[Dmm
ssw (k)]

”

+
“

2
M−1

PL−1
m=1

PL

i=m pssw
dest(i)

E[Dmm
ssw (m)]

P

i
k=1

E[Dmm
ssw (k)]

”

, where

pssw
dest(i) =

8

<

:

“

Qi−1
j=1

M−j−1
M−1

”

i
M−1

1 ≤ i < L
“

Qi−1
j=1

M−j−1
M−1

”

i = L
is the

probability that the destination is the(i + 1)th node to receive a
copy of the packet.

Proof: The proof runs along the same lines as the proof of
Lemma 4.3.

Theorem 4.3:E[Dmm
ssw ] =

PL

i=1 pssw
dest(i)

Pi

m=1 E[Dmm
ssw (m)].

Proof: The proof runs along similar lines as the proof of
Theorem 4.2.

2) Fast Spray and Wait:In Fast Spray and Wait, every relay
node can forward a copy of the packet to a non-destination node
which it encounters in the spray phase. (Recall that in source
spray and wait, only the source node can forward copies to
non-destination nodes.) There is a centralized mechanism which
ensures that afterL copies of the packet have been spread, no
more copies get transmitted to non-destination nodes. Notethat
this is not a practical way to distribute copies, however we include
it in the analysis because it spreads copies whenever there is any
opportunity to do so and hence has the minimum spraying time
when there is no contention in the network. Once these copies
get distributed, each copy performs direct transmission. We now
derive the expected delay of fast spray and wait with contention
in the network.

First, we find the valueE[Dmm
fsw(m)], then we findpfsw

ex and
finally, we derive the expected end-to-end delay for fast spray and
wait (denoted byE[Dmm

fsw]). All the derivations are very similar
to the corresponding derivations for epidemic routing. Theonly
difference is that whenm = L nodes have a copy of the packet, a
transmission opportunity will arise only when one of thesem = L

nodes meet the destination.

Lemma 4.6:E[Dmm
fsw(m)] =

8

<

:

E[Mmm]

m(M−m)p
fsw
success

1 ≤ m < L
E[Mmm]

Lp
fsw
success

m = L

wherepfsw
success = 1 −

“

1 − pfsw
txS

”E[τmm]

.
Proof: The proof runs along the same lines as the proof of

Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.7:pfsw

ex =

„

2Lp
fsw
dest

(L)

M(M−1)

E[Dmm
fsw(L)]

P

L
k=1

E[Dmm
fsw

(k)]

«

+

„

PL−1
m=1

2m(M−m)
M(M−1)

PL

i=m pfsw
dest(i)

E[Dmm
fsw(m)]

P

i
k=1

E[Dmm
fsw

(k)]

«

,

where pfsw
dest(i) =

 1
M−1

1 ≤ i < L
M−L
M−1

i = L
is the probability that

the destination is the(i + 1)th node to receive a copy of the
packet.

Proof: The proof runs along the same lines as the proof of
Lemma 4.3.

Theorem 4.4:E[Dmm
fsw] =

PL

i=1 pfsw
dest(i)

Pi

m=1 E[Dmm
fsw(m)].

Proof: The proof runs along similar lines as the proof of
Theorem 4.2.

V. DELAY ANALYSIS OF ROUTING SCHEMES WITH THE

COMMUNITY-BASED MOBILITY MODEL

In this section, we derive the expected delay values for four
different mobility-assisted routing schemes with the community-
based mobility model. We first analyze direct transmission and
epidemic routing as these two form the basic building block for
all routing schemes. Then, we analyze two different spraying
based schemes: fast spray and wait and fast spray and focus
which differ in the way they route each individual copy towards
the destination after the spray phase. Note that the value ofpR

ex

for each routing scheme remains the same as derived in Section
IV. The derivation of the expected delay for the community-
based mobility model uses arguments similar to the ones used
in the derivation of the expected delay for the random direction
/ random waypoint mobility model. The proofs which are very
similar are not discussed to keep the exposition interesting. To
simplify the presentation in this section, we assume that the
number of nodes sharing a community is equal across allr

communities, that is the number of nodes sharing a communityis
equal toM

r . Finally, we define the notation related to the statistics
of the mobility properties for the community-based mobility
model. LetE[Mcomm,same] (E[Mcomm,diff ]), E[M+

comm,same]

(E[M+
comm,diff

]) and E[τcomm,same] (E[τcomm,diff ]) denote
the expected meeting time, inter-meeting and contact time for
nodes which belong to the same community (belong to different
communities) respectively. Please refer to [34] for their exact
values.

A. Direct Transmission

Let E[Dcomm
dt ] denote the expected delay of direct transmission

for the community-based mobility model. Further, letpdt
success1

be the probability that when two nodes belonging to the same
community come within each other’s range, they successfully
exchange the packet before going out of each other’s range and
let pdt

success2 be the probability that when two nodes belonging
to different communities come within each other’s range, they
successfully exchange the packet before going out of each other’s
range.

Theorem 5.1:E[Dcomm
dt ] = (r−1)m

r(m−1)

E[Mcomm,diff ]

pdt
success2

+

m−r
r(m−1)

„

E[Mcomm,same] +
(1−pdt

success1)E[M+
comm,same]

pdt
success1

«

,

where pdt
success1 = 1 − (1 − pdt

txS1)
E[τcomm,diff ] and

pdt
success2 = 1 − (1 − pdt

txS2)
E[τcomm,same].

Proof: The probability that the destination belongs to a
different community than the source is equal to(r−1)m

r(m−1)
. The

derivation of the expected delay after conditioning on whether the
source and the destination belong to the same community or not
is similar to the derivation ofE[Dmm

dt ] in Theorem 4.1. Finally,
using the law of total probability to remove the conditioning
yields E[Dcomm

dt ].
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B. Epidemic Routing

This section derives the expected delay of epidemic rout-
ing for the community-based mobility model. Since each node
spends most of its time within its community (which implies
E[Mcomm,diff ] >> E[Mcomm,same]), we make an approximation
to simplify the exposition by assuming that with high probability,
a node starting from its stationary location distribution will first
meet a node within its own community than a node belonging to
a different community. This implies that once a node gets a copy
of a packet, with high probability, all members of its community
will get the copy before any node outside its community. A simple
outcome of this is that the firstM

r
− 1 nodes to get a copy of the

packet belong to the source’s community.
We first study how much time it takes for all nodes within

the source’s community to get a copy of the packet. This
derivation is different from all the derivations in SectionIV
becauseE[Mcomm,same] 6= E[M+

comm,same]. Thus, we need to
keep track of which pair of nodes have met in the past but were
unable to successfully exchange the packet. We model the system
using the following state space:(m, mp) where 1 ≤ m ≤ M

r

is the number of nodes which have a copy of the packet and
0 ≤ mp ≤ m

`

M
r
− m

´

is the number of node pairs such that
only one node of the pair has a copy of the packet, they have
met at least once after the node (which has the copy) receivedits
copy, and they were unable to successfully exchange this packet
in their past meetings. LetE[Din(m)] denote the expected time
it takes for the number of nodes having a copy of the packet to
increase fromm to m + 1 given m < M

r
(which implies that

all nodes within the source’s community have not yet received a
copy of the packet).

Lemma 5.1:E[Din(m)] =
Pm( M

r
−m)

mp=0 pm,mp

E[Tm,mp ]

1−p
self
m,mp

,

whereE[Tm,mp ] is the expected time elapsed till one of the nodes
not having a copy meets a node having a copy of the packet
given that the system is in state(m, mp), pself

m,mp
is the probability

that the system remains in the state(m, mp) after these nodes
(which met afterE[Tm,mp ]) are unable to successfully exchange
the packet, andpm,mp is the probability that the system visits
state(m, mp).

Proof: Let the system be in state(m, mp). We first derive
the expected time duration after which the system moves to
another state. A transmission opportunity will arise only when
one of them nodes carrying a copy of the packet meet one
of the M

r
− m not having a copy of the packet. There are a

total of m
`

M
r
− m

´

such node pairs of whichmp have already
met before. Since, both the meeting and inter-meeting times
have exponential tails, the expected time elapsed till one of
thesem

`

M
r
− m

´

node pairs come within range isE[Tm,mp ] =
„

m( M
r

−m)−mp

E[Mcomm,same]
+

mp

E[M+
comm,same]

«

−1

. If the two nodes which

met are not able to successfully exchange the packet, then the
system will remain in the same state if these two nodes were
one of themp node pairs which have already met at least once
in the past, otherwise the system will move to(m, mp + 1).
Thus, the probability that the system remains in the same state
is pself

m,mp
= (1 − pepidemic

success1 )
mpE[Tm,mp ]

E[M+
comm,same]

, where pepidemic
success1 =

1 −
“

1 − pepidemic
txS1

”E[τcomm,same]

. If the system remains in the
same state, then it will take yet another time duration equalto
E[Tm,mp ] for a transmission possibility. Again, withpself

m,mp
the

system will remain in the same state. Thus, the expected amount

of time the system remains in state(m, mp) is equal to
E[Tm,mp ]

1−p
self
m,mp

.

In a manner similar to the derivation ofpself
m,mp

, the probability
that the system moves to(m, mp + 1) is derived to be(1 −
pepidemic

success1 )

„

1 − mpE[Tm,mp ]

E[M+
comm,same]

«

. The transmission is successful

with probabilitypepidemic
success1 , in which case the system moves to the

state(m + 1, mp − mp
M
r

−m
). Since each node not having a copy

of the packet has met on an average
“

mp
M
r

−m

”

nodes which have
a copy of the packet, when a new node receives the packet, this
number has to be subtracted frommp.

Now, we find the probability that the system will visit the
state (m, mp) (denoted by pm,mp ). The system can move
to state (m, mp) from states (m − 1, mp +

mp
M
r

−m−1
)(with

probability pepidemic
success1 ) and (m, mp − 1) (with probability

(1 − pepidemic
success1 )

„

1 − (mp−1)E[Tm,mp−1]

E[M+
comm,same]

«

). Thus,

pm,mp =

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

pepidemic
success1 p

m−1,mp+
mp

M
r

−m−1

+

„

1 − (mp−1)E[Tm,mp−1]

E[M+
comm,same]

«

(1 − pepidemic
success1 )pm,mp−1

if m > 1

„

1 − (mp−1)E[Tm,mp−1]

E[M+
comm,same]

«

(1 − pepidemic
success1 )pm,mp−1

if m = 1, mp > 0

1 if m = 1, mp = 0.
Solving this set of linear equations yieldspm,mp .

Now, we findE[Dcomm
epidemic(m)] which is the expected time it

takes for the number of nodes having a copy of the packet to
increase fromm to m + 1.

Lemma 5.2:

E[Dcomm
epidemic(m)] =

(

E[Din

`

rem
`

m, M
r

´´

if rem
`

m, M
r

´

6= 0
E[Mcomm,diff ]

m(M−m)p
epidemic
success2

if rem
`

m, M
r

´

= 0

wherepepidemic
success2 = 1−

“

1 − pepidemic
txS2

”E[τcomm,diff ]

andrem(x, y)

is the remainder left after dividingx by y.
Proof: As previously discussed, the firstM

r
− 1 nodes

to receive a copy of the packet are the nodes belonging to
the source’s community. Then, a node belonging to another
community (lets label it communityY ) will receive a copy from
one of the nodes belonging to the source’s community. After
that, the nextM

r
− 1 nodes to get a copy of the packet are the

ones which belong to communityY . Even though there are other
nodes which have a copy of the packet (belonging to the source’s
community), with high probability, the nodes in communityY

will receive a copy of the packet from a node belonging to
its own community. Thus, the expected time for the copies to
spread within communityY is equal to the expected time for the
copies to spread within the source’s community. Similarly,the
expected time for the copies to spread within any community
after a node belonging to that community obtains a copy, is
equal to the expected time for the copies to spread within the
source’s community (irrespective of how many nodes outsidethe
community have copies of the packet). Finally, for the scenario
when for all communities, either all or no nodes in a community
have a copy of the packet, the expected time for the copies to
increase can be found in a manner similar to the derivation of
E[Dmm

epidemic(m)] in Lemma 4.2.
Finally, we derive the expected delay of epidemic routing for

the community based mobility model (denoted byE[Dcomm
epidemic])

in terms of E[Dcomm
epidemic(m)] using the same argument used to
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(c) Source Spray and Wait with
L = 5.
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Fig. 3. Simulation and analytical results for the expected delay for the random waypoint mobility model. Network parameters: N = 120×120 square units,
Θ = 5, sBW = 1 packet/time slot. The expected maximum cluster size varies from 5%(K = 5, M = 50) to 23%(K = 10, M = 200). (Note that the
number of instances for which each Monte Carlo simulation is run is chosen so as to ensure that the90% confidence interval is within5% of the simulation
value.)

deriveE[Dmm
epidemic] in Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 5.2:
E[Dcomm

epidemic] =
PM−1

i=1
1

M−1

Pi

m=1 E[Dcomm
epidemic(m)].

C. Spraying a small fixed number of copies

1) Fast Spray and Wait:This section derives the expected
delay of fast spray and wait routing scheme for the community-
based mobility model. As before, first we derive the value of
E[Dcomm

fsw (m)]. For m < L (in the spray phase), the value of
E[Dcomm

fsw (m)] is derived in a manner similar to the derivation of
E[Dcomm

epidemic(m)] as flooding is used to spread theL copies in the
spray phase. Now, we derive the value ofE[Dcomm

fsw (L)] which is
the expected time to find the destination in the wait phase.

Lemma 5.3:E[Dcomm
fsw (L)] =

M
r

−l̂

M−L

 

Pl̂( M
r

−l̂)
mp=0 pl̂,mp

E[T mp
M
r

−l̂

]

!

+
“

1 −
M
r

−l̂

M−L

”

E[Mcomm,diff ]

Lp
fsw
success2

, where l̂ = rem
`

L, M
r

´

, E[Ts]

is the expected time till the destination receives a copy
of the packet given there ares nodes belonging to the
destination’s community which were unable to successfully
exchange the packet with the destination in the past, and

pfsw
success2 = 1 −

“

1 − pfsw
txS2

”E[τcomm,diff ]

.
Proof: After the spray phase (afterL copies have been

spread), there is a community which has onlyl̂ = rem
`

L, M
r

´

nodes carrying a copy of the packet. The probability that the
destination is one of the remainingM

r
− l̂ nodes belonging to this

community is equal to
M
r

−l̂

M−L
. First we derive the expected delay in

the wait phase when the destination belongs to this community.
Then, we derive the expected delay when the destination does
not belong to this community. Finally we use the law of total
probability to combine everything together and get the result.
Please see the Appendix for proof details.

Finally, we derive the expected delay of fast spray and wait for
the community based mobility model (denoted byE[Dcomm

fsw ]) in
terms ofE[Dcomm

fsw (m)] using the same argument used to derive
E[Dmm

fsw].
Theorem 5.3:E[Dcomm

fsw ] =
PL

i=1 pfsw
dest(i)

Pi

m=1 E[Dcomm
fsw (m)].

2) Fast Spray and Focus:Spray and Focus schemes [15] differ
from spray and wait schemes in how each relay routes the copy
towards the destination. Instead of doing direct transmission, each
relay does a utility-based forwarding towards the destination, that
is, whenever a relay carrying a copy of the packet meets another
node (label it nodeB) which has a higher utility, the relay gives
its copy to nodeB. NodeB now does a utility based forwarding
towards the destination and the relay drops the packet from its
queue. [15] showed that spray and focus has huge performance

gains over spray and wait for heterogeneous networks (networks
where each node is not the same). Community-based mobility
model introduces an inherent heterogeneity in the network as
nodes differ depending on which community they belong to. So,
we study a spray and focus scheme for the community-based
mobility model, and later we compare it to the corresponding
spray and wait scheme.

Fast spray and focus performs fast spraying in the spray phase.
To be able to do utility-based forwarding in the focus phase,[15]
maintained last encounter timers to build the utility function. For
community-based mobility models, [18] proposed the use of a
simpler function as a utility function for their ‘Label’ scheme: If
a relay meets a node which belongs to the same community as
the destination, the relay hands over its copy to the new node.
We use this simple utility function to route copies of the packet
in the focus phase.

This section derives the expected delay of fast spray and focus
for the community-based mobility model.pfsf

ex can be derived in
a manner similar to the derivation ofpfsw

ex . To avoid repetition,
we skip the derivation ofpfsf

ex here.
As before, first we deriveE[Dcomm

fsf (m)]. Since flooding is
used to spread the copies in the spray phase,E[Dcomm

fsf (m)]

for m < L can be derived in a manner similar to the deriva-
tion of E[Dcomm

epidemic(m)]. The next lemma derives the value of
E[Dcomm

fsf (L)] which is the expected time it takes for the packet
to get delivered to the destination in the focus phase.

Lemma 5.4:E[Dcomm
fsf (L)] =

M
r

−l̂

M−L

0

@

Pl̂
“

M
r

−l̂
”

mp=0 p
l̂,mp

E[T mp
M
r

−l̂

]

1

A +

„

1 −

M
r

−l̂

M−L

«

 

E[Mcomm,diff ]

L M
r

p
fsf
success2

+
M
r

−1

M
r

 

E[Mcomm,same] +
(1−p

fsf
successs1)E[M+

comm,same]

p
fsf
success1

!!

, where

l̂ = rem
`

L, M
r

´

, pfsf
success1 = 1 −

“

1 − pfsw
txS1

”E[τcomm,diff ]

and

pfsf
success2 = 1 −

“

1 − pfsw
txS2

”E[τcomm,same]

.
Proof: See Appendix.

Now we derive the expected delay of fast spray and focus for
the community based mobility model (denoted byE[Dcomm

fsf ]) in
terms ofE[Dcomm

fsw (m)].
Theorem 5.4:E[Dcomm

fsf ] =
PL

i=1 pfsf
dest(i)

Pi

m=1 E[Dcomm
fsf (m)],

wherepfsf
dest(i) =

 1
M−1

i < L
M−L
M−1

i = L
.

Proof: The proof runs along similar lines as the proof of
Theorem 4.2.

VI. A CCURACY OFANALYSIS

In the previous sections, we made a number of approxima-
tions to keep the analysis tractable. Here, we assess to which
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(c) Fast spray and wait withL =
10.
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Fig. 4. Simulation and analytical results for the expected delay for the community-based mobility model. Network parameters:N = 500 × 500 square
units, Θ = 5, pl = 0.8, pr = 0.2, sBW = 1 packet/time slot. The expected maximum cluster size varies from 15%(K = 10, r = 6, M = 30) to
24%(K = 20, r = 4, M = 40). (Note that the number of instances for which each Monte Carlosimulation is run is chosen so as to ensure that the90%
confidence interval is within5% of the simulation value.)

extent these approximations create inaccuracies. We focuson
the following approximations: (i) replacingS by E[S] in the
expression ofP (Ebw) in Section III-B, (ii) replacing the random
variable representing the number of interfering transmissions (x)
by its expected value in Section III-B.3. (iii) replacing the contact
time by its expected value in the expression ofpR

success in the
delay analysis of all routing schemes, (iv) assuming the entire
meeting and inter-meeting time distribution to be exponential in
the delay analysis of flooding-based routing schemes, and (v)
assuming that a node starting from its stationary distribution will
meet a node belonging to its own community before a node
from some other community with high probability in the delay
analysis of routing schemes for the community-based mobility
model. We use simulations to verify that these approximations
do not have a significant impact on the accuracy of the analysis.
We use a custom simulator written in C++ for simulations.
The simulator avoids excessive interference by implementing a
scheduling scheme which prohibits any simultaneous transmission
within one hop from both the transmitter and the receiver. It
incorporates interference by adding the received signal from other
simultaneous transmissions (outside the scheduling area)and
comparing the signal to interference ratio to the desired threshold.
The simulator allows the user to choose from different physical
layer, mobility and traffic models. We choose the Rayleigh-
Rayleigh fading model for the channel and Poisson arrivals in
our simulations.

We study the robustness of all the approximations by varying
the level of connectivity in the network (which in turn is achieved
by altering the transmission rangeK, the number of nodes in the
networkM and the number of communities in the networkr for
the community-based mobility model). As a connectivity metric
we use the expected maximum cluster size, which is defined as the
percentile of nodes that belong to the largest connected cluster,
and denote its value in the figures’ captions. Figures 3(a)-3(d)
and 4(a)-4(d) compare the expected end-to-end delay for different
routing schemes obtained through analysis and simulationsfor
different values ofK and M for the random waypoint mobility
model and for different values ofK, M andr for the community
based mobility model. (Note thatK is expressed in the same
distance units as

√
N .) We have compared the analytical and

simulation results for a large number of scenarios, but due to
limitations of space, we present some representative results for
each routing scheme. Since both the simulation and the analytical
curves are close to each other in all the scenarios, we conclude
that the analysis is fairly accurate.

Now we comment on which approximations create small yet
noticeable errors. For the random waypoint mobility model,the

approximation of assuming the entire meeting and inter-meeting
time distribution to be exponential creates a noticeable error.
(Replacing the values derived based on this approximation by
actual values derived from simulations makes the simulation
and analytical curves indistinguishable.) The effect of this ap-
proximation worsens as the node density increases (eitherK

or M increases). For the community-based mobility model, the
assumption of exponential distribution for the inter-meeting time
for nodes belonging to different communities results in underes-
timating the expected delay. This effect of this approximation is
significant for smaller values ofK. Also, the following additional
approximation plays a noticeable role: assuming that starting from
its stationary distribution, a node will meet a node belonging to its
own community before a node from some other community: this
approximation results in overestimating the expected delay and
worsens as the number of nodes in other communities increases (r
increases). The first approximation dominates for lower values of
K andr, and the second approximation becomes more dominant
asK andr increases.

VII. A PPLICATION: DESIGN OFSPRAYING-BASED ROUTING

SCHEMES

The design of spraying-based routing schemes poses the fol-
lowing three fundamental questions: (i) How many copies to
spray? (ii) How to spray these copies in the spraying phase?
(iii) How to route each individual copy towards the destination
after the spraying phase? [12, 15, 17] answered these questions
assuming there is no contention in the network. In this section,
we use the expressions derived in the previous sections to study if
incorporating contention introduces significant differences in the
answers to these questions.
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Fig. 5. (a) Minimum value ofL which achieves the target expected delay
for source spray and wait. (b)L against expected delay (with contention).
Network parameters:N = 100 × 100, K = 8, M = 150, Θ = 5, E[S] =
70, T stop = 0, v = 1, sBW = 1.
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A. How Many Copies to Spray

This section studies the error introduced by ignoring contention
when one has to find the minimum value ofL (the number of
copies sprayed) in order for a spraying-based scheme to achieve a
specific expected delay. (Note that we want the minimum valueof
L which achieves the target delay as bigger values of L consume
more resources.) We choose the source spray and wait scheme
with the random waypoint mobility model as the case study in
this section. We numerically solve the expression forE[Drwp

ssw ]in
Theorem 4.3 to find the minimum value ofL which achieves
a target delay and plot it in Figure 5(a) both with and without
contention for a sparse network. (For the expected delay of source
spray and wait without contention, we use the expression derived
in [12].) This figure shows that an analysis without contention
would be accurate for smaller values ofL (smaller values of
L generate lower contention in the network), however it would
predict that one can use a large number of copies to achieve
a target expected delay which actually will not be achievable
in practice due to contention. For example, the analysis without
contention indicates that a delay of50 time units is achievable
with L = 23 while the contention-aware analysis indicates that
it is not achievable. Figure 5(b) shows thatL = 23 results in
an expected delay of more than118 time units, which is also
achievable byL = 5. Thus choosing a value ofL based on
predictions from a contention-ignorant analysis led to a value
of delay which is not only much higher than expected but also
would have been achieved by nearly four times fewer copies.

B. How to Spray Multiple Copies

Intuitively, spraying copies as fast as possible is the bestway
to spread copies if all the relay nodes are equal/homogeneous.
(One might want to bank copies for future encounters with
‘super nodes’ when relay nodes are heterogeneous, see our prior
work [42].). To answer whether spraying the copies as fast as
possible is optimal under a homogeneous relays scenario, we
compare the two different spraying schemes introduced in Section
IV-C, source spray and wait and fast spray and wait for the
random waypoint mobility model. Since fast spray and wait
spreads copies whenever there is any opportunity to do so, ithas
the minimum spraying time when there is no contention in the
network [17]. On the other hand, since source spray and wait does
not use relays to forward copies, it is one of the slower spraying
mechanisms when there is no contention in the network.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of fast spray and wait and source spray and wait:
Expected number of copies spread vs time elapsed since the packet was
generated. Network parameters:N = 100 × 100 square units,K = 5, Θ =
5, sBW = 1 packet/time slot,L = 20. Expected maximum cluster size
(metric to measure connectivity) for these network parametersis equal to
4.6% for M = 100 and5.2% for M = 250.

Now we study how fast the two schemes spread copies of
a packet when there is contention in the network. Figure 6
plots the number of copies spread as a function of the time

elapsed since the packet was generated. Somewhat surprisingly,
depending on the density of the network, source spray and wait
can spray copies faster than fast spray and wait. This occurs
because fast spray and wait generates more contention around
the source as it tries to transmit at every possible transmission
opportunity. Such a behavior is expected for dense networks, but
these results show that increased contention can deteriorate fast
spray and wait’s performance even in sparse networks. In general,
unless the network is very sparse, strategies which spray copies
slower yield better performance than more aggressive schemes
thanks to reducing contention. In ongoing work, we are trying
to find the optimal spraying algorithm and design practical and
implementable heuristics which achieve performance very close
to the optimal. [42] is a first step in this direction. It derives the
optimal spraying scheme and a simple heuristic which performs
very close to the optimal, but it assumes that there is no contention
in the network. Currently, we are merging this work with the
contention framework proposed in this paper to find the optimal
spraying scheme with contention in the network.

C. How to Route Individual Copies

Without contention, performing utility-based forwardingon
each individual copy outperforms spray and wait schemes be-
cause it identifies appropriate forwarding opportunities that could
deliver the message faster [15]. But, utility-based forwarding
requires more transmissions and hence, increases the contention
in the network. So we study how much performance gains
are achieved by spray and focus over spray and wait (for the
community-based mobility model) both with and without con-
tention in the network by plotting the minimum value of the
average number of transmissions it takes to achieve a given target
expected delay for both the schemes in Figure 7. We first find the
minimum value ofL which achieves the given target expected
delay for both the schemes and then find the average number of
transmissions which is equal to

PL
i=1 ipR

dest(i). (The minimum
value of L is computed using the analytical expressions derived
in Section V-C. The value ofpR

dest(i) for both the schemes was
derived in Theorems 5.3 and 5.4.) We observe that fast spray
and focus outperforms fast spray and wait even with contention
in the network, with gains being larger with contention. Since
E[Mcomm,diff ] >> E[Mcomm,same], forwarding a copy to any
node in the destination’s community in the focus phase signif-
icantly reduces the delay for the sameL without significantly
increasing the contention as it requires only one extra message
per copy. Hence, fast spray and focus shows more performance
gains over fast spray and wait after incorporating contention.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we first propose an analytical framework to
model contention to analyze the performance of any given
mobility-assisted routing scheme for any given mobility and
channel model. Then we find the expected delay for represen-
tative mobility-assisted routing schemes for intermittently con-
nected mobile networks (direct transmission, epidemic routing
and different spraying based schemes) with contention in the
network for the random direction, random waypoint and the more
realistic community-based mobility model. Finally, we usethese
delay expressions to demonstrate that designing routing schemes
using analytical expressions which ignore contention can lead to
suboptimal or even erroneous decisions.
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APPENDIX I

Proof: (Lemma 3.2) It is given that there area nodes

within scheduling area. Hence, there are
„

a
2

«

pairs of these

nodes. Lets choose one such pair and letpa = Pr[the nodes
of this pair are within a distanceK of each other] and let
ppkt = Pr[the nodes of this pair have at least one packet to
exchange]. Out of thesea nodes,i and j are within K distance
of each other and have at least one packet to exchange. The
rest are withinK distance of each other and have at least one
packet to exchange with probabilitypappkt. Hence, the expected
number of possible transmissions amongst thesea nodes is
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1 + pappkt

„„

a
2

«

− 1

«

. To figure out the value ofpa, lets

choose a pair of nodes amongst thesea nodes and label the nodes
u1 andu2. Let f(x, y) denote the pdf that a nodeu1 is a distance
x from from the transmitter and at a distancey from the receiver.
Then, using simple combinatorics, we derivef(x, y) to be equal to
8

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

:

2cos−1

0

@

4K2

9
+2Kd+d2

4K
3

(K+d)

1

A

A1( 2K
3

−d)
if K < x = K + d < K + 2K

3
,

d + K
3

< y < K

1
A1

if 0 < x ≤ K, 0 ≤ θ < 2π,

y =
q

x2 + 4K2

9
− 4Kxcos(θ)

3

.

Now, conditioned over the fact that nodeu1 is at a distancex
from the transmitter andy from the receiver, we determine the
probability that nodeu2 is within range fromu1. By assumption,
u2 is within one hop from the transmitter and the receiver. If
u2 is also within a distanceK from u1, that is, u2 lies in the
area marked by the intersection of the following three circles: (i)
centered at the transmitter with radius equal toK, (ii) centered
at the receiver with radius equal toK, and (iii) centered atu1

with radius equal toK, thenu2 is within range ofu1. Thus, the
probability thatu1 and u2 are within range of each other given
thatu1 is at a distancex and a distancey from the transmitter and
the receiver respectively, is equal toA3(x,y)

A1
where A3(x, y) =

A4(x, y) + A5(x, y) − A6(x, y), A4(x, y) = 2K2cos−1
`

x
2K

´

−
x
2

√
4K2 − x2, A5(x, y) = 2K2cos−1

`

y

2K

´

− y

2

p

4K2 − y2 and
A6(x, y) = K2

`

sin−1
`

x
2K

´

+ sin−1
`

y

2K

´

+ sin−1
`

1
3

´´

+ 1
4

r

“

(x + y)2 − 4K2

9

”

`

x − y + 2K
3

´ `

y − x + 2K
3

´

−x
√

4K2
−x2

4
− y

√
4K2

−y2

4
− 2

√

2K2

9
. The value of A1 was

derived in Lemma 3.1. Removing the condition on the location
of u1 using the law of total probability yields the value ofpa.
The value ofppkt can be derived from simple combinatorics to
be 1 −

`

1 − pR
ex

´E[S]
.

Now, we quantify the contention due to thec nodes within two
hops from the either the transmitter or the receiver but not in
the scheduling area. Contention arises when one of thea nodes
is within range of one of thec nodes. There areac such pairs.
Lets choose one such pair and label the corresponding nodesu1

andu3, whereu1 lies in the scheduling area whileu3 is within
two hops from the either the transmitter or the receiver but not
in the scheduling area. Definepc = Pr[u1 and u3 are within
range of each other]. Then, the expected number of transmissions
contending areacpcppkt. pc is derived in a manner similar to the
derivation ofpa using the following two observations: (i)u3 can
lie anywhere within two hops from either the transmitter or the
receiver, and (ii) Conditioned over the fact that nodeu1 is at a
distancex from the transmitter andy from the receiver,u3 will
be within a distanceK from u1 only if it lies in the circle of
radiusK centered atu3 but not in the scheduling area.

Proof: (Lemma 4.4) The proof runs along the same lines
as the proof of Lemma 4.2. When there are1 ≤ m < L copies of
a packet in the network, there arem nodes which can deliver a
copy to the destination only, and there is one source node which
can deliver a copy to any of theM − m − 1 other nodes which
do not have a copy of the packet. Hence, there are a total of
m + M −m− 1 = M − 1 node pairs, which when meet, have an
opportunity to increase the number of copies fromm to m + 1.
The expected time it takes for one of theseM − 1 node pairs
to meet isE[Mmm]

M−1
. Using the same argument as in the proof of

Lemma 4.2,E[Dmm
ssw (m)] can be derived to be E[Mmm]

(M−1)pssw
success

.

When there areL copies of a packet in the network, there
are L nodes which can deliver a copy to the destination but
even if the source meets some other node which does not have a
copy, it cannot attempt to transmit a copy to the other node. The
expression forE[Dmm

ssw (L)] is derived in a manner similar to the
derivation of Lemma 4.2 to beE[Mmm]

Lpssw
success

.
Proof: (Lemma 5.3) After the spray phase (afterL copies

have been spread), there is a community which has onlyl̂ =

rem
`

L, M
r

´

nodes carrying a copy of the packet. The probability
that the destination is one of the remainingM

r
− l̂ nodes belonging

to this community is equal to
M
r

−l̂

M−L
. First we will derive the

expected delay in the wait phase when the destination belongs to
this community. The probability that the system state is(l̂, mp)

(wheremp denotes the number of node pairs in the community
which want to exchange this packet, and had an opportunity in
the past to exchange this packet but were unable to do so due
to contention) is equal topl̂,mp

. (The value ofpl̂,mp
was derived

in Lemma 5.1.) Given the system state in which the spray phase
ended is(l̂, mp), the number of nodes which had an opportunity
to deliver the packet to the destination but were unable to do
so is equal to mp

M
r

−l̂
. (As discussed in the proof of Lemma 5.1,

each node not having a copy of the packet has met on an average
mp

M
r

−l̂
nodes which have a copy of the packet.) To derive the delay

associated with the wait phase, we define a new system state:(s)

wheres is the number of nodes in the destination’s community
which had an opportunity to deliver the packet to the destination
but were unable to do so due to contention. LetTs denote the
additional time it will take to deliver the packet to the destination
given the current system state is(s). Then, given that nodes in the
destination’s community have a copy of the packet,E[Dcomm

fsw (L)]

is equal to

 

Pl̂( M
r

−l̂)
mp=0 pl̂,mp

E[T mp
M
r

−l̂

]

!

.

To complete the previous proof, we now describe
how to derive the value ofE[Ts]. One of the nodes
carrying the packet meets the destination after an expected

time duration of
„

l̂−s
E[Mcomm,same]

+ s

E[M+
comm,same]

«

−1

.

With probability pfsw
success1, this node is able to deliver

the packet to the destination (wherepfsw
success1 =

1 −
“

1 − pfsw
txS1

”E[τcomm,same]

). With probability ps =
„

l̂−s
E[Mcomm,same]

+ s

E[M+
comm,same]

«„

E[M+
comm,same]

s

«

−1

,

the node which meets the destination is one of thes nodes which
have missed an opportunity to deliver the packet to the destination
in the past. Hence, with probabilityps

“

1 − pfsw
success1

”

the packet
does not get delivered to the destination and the system remains
in states and will take an additionalE[Ts] time to deliver the
packet to the destination. On the other hand, with probability
(1 − ps)

“

1 − pfsw
success1

”

, the packet does not get delivered to
the destination and the system moves to states + 1 (as one more
node belonging to the destination’s community has missed an
opportunity to deliver the packet to the destination) and will take
an additionalE[Ts+1] time to deliver the packet to the destination.

Thus, E[Ts] =

„

l̂−s
E[Mcomm,same]

+ s

E[M+
comm,same]

«

−1

+

ps

“

1 − pfsw
success1

”

E[Ts] + (1 − ps)
“

1 − pfsw
success1

”

E[Ts+1].
This set of linear equations can be solved to findE[Ts].

Now, with probability1−
“ M

r
−l̂

M−L

”

, none of the nodes belonging
to the destination’s community have a copy of the packet and the
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expected time it takes for theL nodes to deliver the packet to
destination can be derived in manner similar to the derivation of
Lemma 4.2 to be equal toE[Mcomm,diff ]

Lp
fsw
success1

.

Finally combining everything together by using the law of total
probability to remove the condition on whether a node belonging
to the destination’s community had a copy of the packet afterthe
spray phase or not, yields the result.

Proof: (Lemma 5.4) After the spray phase (afterL copies
have been spread), there is a community which has onlyl̂ =

rem
`

L, M
r

´

nodes carrying a copy of the packet. The probability
that the destination is one of the remainingM

r
− l̂ nodes belonging

to this community is equal to
M
r

−l̂

M−L
. The expected delivery delay

to the destination for this scenario is derived in a manner similar
to the derivation ofE[Dcomm

fsw (L)] in Lemma 5.3.
Now we derive the delivery delay for the scenario when the

nodes in the destination’s community do not have a copy of the
packet. The expected time it takes for theL nodes carrying a
copy to deliver a copy to one of theM

r
in the destination’s

community is equal toE[Mcomm,diff ]

L M
r

p
fsf
success2

. (This is derived in a

manner similar to the derivation of Lemma 4.2). With probability
M
r

−1
M
r

, the packet copy is received by a node which itself is
not the destination but belongs to the destination’s community.
This node does a direct transmission to the destination which
takes an additional time whose expected value is equal to

E[Mcomm,same] +
(1−p

fsf
successs1)E[M+

comm,same]

p
fsf
successs1

. (This is derived

in a manner similar to the derivation of Lemma 5.1.)


